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Correlated red noise recently reported from pulsar timing observations may be an indication of stochastic
gravitational waves emitted by cosmic strings that formed during a primordial phase transition near the
grand unification energy scale. Unfortunately, known probes of cosmic strings, namely the cosmic
microwave background anisotropies and string lensing of extragalactic galaxies, are not sensitive enough
for low dimensionless string tensions of Gμc−2 ¼ 10−10 − 10−7 (where the tension μ is the string energy
per unit length) that are needed to explain this putative signal. We show that strong gravitational lensing of
fast radio bursts (FRBs) by cosmic strings is a potentially unambiguous avenue to probe that range of string
tension values. The image pair of string lensing are expected to have identical magnification factor and
parity, and have a typical time delay of ∼102ðG μ c−2=10−8Þ2 s. The unique spectral fingerprint of each
FRB, as well as the possibility to detect correlations in the time series of the electric field of the radio waves,
will enable verification of the string lensing interpretation. Very-long-baseline interferometry observations
can spatially resolve the image pair and provide a lower bound on the string tension based on the image
separation. We calculate the FRB lensing rate as a function of the FRB detection number for several
different models of the FRB redshift distribution. We find that a survey detecting ∼105 FRBs, in line with
estimates for the detection rate of the forthcoming survey CHORD, can uncover a strong lensing event for a
string tension of Gμ c−2 ≃ 10−7. Larger FRB surveys, such as Phase 2 of the Square Kilometre Array, have
the potential to significantly improve the sensitivity on the string tension to Gμ c−2 ≃ 10−9.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cosmic strings are topological defects that form in the
early universe from first-order phase transitions that break
either a global or a gauged Uð1Þ symmetry. These defects
can survive until the present day [1–3]. The energy scale of
the phase transition might be close to that at the end of
inflation [4–6], when the gauge symmetry associated with
grand unification is broken [7,8], or when a global Peccei-
Quinn symmetry is broken in the postinflationary scenario
[9]. (The Peccei-Quinn strings can only survive till the late-
time universe if explicit breaking is small enough that the
axion mass is smaller than the Hubble parameter.) If cosmic
strings do exist, they directly probe fundamental inter-
actions in the early universe at very high energy scales.
Around the time of string formation, there is roughly one
cosmic string per horizon scale. As the universe expands,
the strings subsequently undergo self or mutual intersec-
tions and form longer strings, so that a small number of
strings remain per Hubble volume, with the typical strings
being relatively straight on this scale [10].
Several studies have suggested that the candidate stochas-

tic gravitationalwave background in the nanohertz frequency
range recently reported from pulsar timing arrays might
result from bursty gravitational wave emissions from a

network of cosmic strings [11–14]. Studies have found that
the string tensionμ, which is usually defined as the energyper
unit length, needs to be in the range of Gμ ∼ 10−10–10−7c2

(for simple notations we will hereafter adopt the unit system
with c ¼ 1), with the exact value required dependent on the
loop size distribution of the string network (as string loops
dominate the gravitational radiation [12]). Interestingly, this
tension range corresponds to a symmetry breaking scale of
∼Mpl

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Gμ

p ¼ 1014–1016 GeV [2,15], which is close to the
energy scale of grand unified theories [16] and the infla-
tionary energy scale in models with a monomial inflaton
potential [17].
The strongest limits on string tensions have come from

analyses of the cosmic microwave background (CMB)
anisotropies. While cosmic strings had once been a leading
candidate source for the primordial density fluctuations that
seeded cosmic structure formation [18,19], modern CMB
observations have lent strong support to an early infla-
tionary phase as the origin of structure formation [20].
Nevertheless, cosmic strings may still have a small con-
tribution to the density perturbations. Furthermore, cosmic
strings can create discontinuities in the CMB temperature
anisotropy via the Kaiser-Stebbins effect [21]. The string
tension is constrained by the CMB anisotropy to be
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Gμ < 1.1 × 10−7 at the 2σ level for ordinary Nambu-Goto
string networks [22,23]. CMB-S4 is expected to improve
the bound on cosmic strings by 1 order of magnitude, with
the caveat that the precise bounds are related to the
precision with which the weak lensing distortion can be
undone [24].
Another method for detecting cosmic strings is lensing

of galaxies [25]. A background source exhibits two
identical lensed images when it has a sufficiently small
impact parameter relative to a foreground string. String
lensing signatures have been sought in the galaxy survey
data [26–28]. No convincing string lensing system has been
found, despite some candidate lenses reported in the past
[25–27]. Hence an upper limit on Gμ < 3 × 10−7 has been
placed from galaxy lensing [27]. Unfortunately, despite that
modern photometric surveys have cataloged billions of
galaxies, future surveys are unlikely to substantially tighten
the constraint on the string tension. When the string tension
is smaller than Gμ ∼ 10−7, the angular separation between
the two lensed images is smaller than ∼1 arcsecond if the
lens and the source are at cosmological distances. This
saturates the angular resolution limit of seeing-limited
telescopes on the ground, and those of the space telescopes
are only up to an order of magnitude better. Furthermore,
0.2 arcsecond is about the angular size of a 2 kpc galaxy at
z ¼ 2. Thus, imaging surveys of galaxies are unlikely to
probe Gμ≲ 3 × 10−8.
Thus, CMB and galaxy lensing are not able to constrain

tensions in the range of Gμ ∼ 10−10–10−7 that are con-
sistent with the putative gravitational wave background. In
this work, we propose gravitationally lensed fast radio
bursts (FRBs) as a probe of cosmic strings in this tension
range. In contrast to galaxy lensing, where string lensing
constraints are limited by angular resolution, lensed extra-
galactic FRBs can be unambiguously distinguished in the
time domain. This allows probing much lower tensions. We
further show that there are a few avenues through which a
string lensed FRB event can be further validated. Therefore,
FRBs can open up a new window to detecting extremely
localized, linear gravitating structures in the universe, and
such a method can be potentially very powerful given the
high FRB detection rates at CHORD and expected for the
forthcoming Square Kilometre Array (SKA) and Deep
Synoptic Array (DSA) [29–31].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Sec. II, we study the strong lensing effect caused by cosmic
strings, which includes a calculation of the strong lensing
rate for FRBs and a discussion of the lensing time delay. In
Sec. III, we study how sensitive radio surveys must be
in order to be able to detect an adequate number of FRBs.
In Sec. IV, we discuss how to identify FRB lensing events
as well as the unique features of string lensing. Concluding
remarks will be made in Sec. V. Throughout this paper, we
adopt a unit system in which the speed of light is set to be
c ¼ 1, and hence Gμ is the dimensionless string tension.

II. THE STRONG LENSING BY COSMIC STRINGS

Studies have found that the total length of a typical string
network is primarily accounted for by string segments with
large characteristic curvature radii [35,36], which are much
larger than the angular scale of strong lensing we concern in
this work. Therefore, we approximate strings as straight
lines in calculations. It is well known that the spacetime
metric around a straight massive string at rest is identical to
that of the flat spacetime except that there is a conical
deficit angle of δ ¼ 8πGμ at the location of the string [37].
Consequently, the angular coordinate around the string runs
from 0 to 2π − δ and the geometry is that of a cone in the
plane transverse to the string, as shown in Fig. 1. The
observer will see two lensed images of a source if the
angular impact parameter is smaller than an Einstein angle
θE. We define this situation where two lensed images form
as the string strong lensing regime.
Since the space is locally flat, there is no local distortion

to photon propagation. The deficit angle δ ¼ 8πGμ char-
acterizes the lensing properties of a cosmic string and fully
specifies the spacetime geometry around it. Given the
deficit angle δ, as well as the source and lens distances,
the Einstein angle is given by θE [25,38]:

θE ¼ 4πGμ sin i
dLS
dS

; ð1Þ

with the notation for the comoving distance Dcðz1; z2Þ
from one redshift z1 to another redshift z2 > z1, we
define the various angular diameter distances: dLS ¼
ð1þ zSÞ−1DcðzL; zSÞ is the angular diameter distance from

FIG. 1. Geometric illustration of strong gravitational lensing by
a straight cosmic string. L marks the location of the string
(perpendicular to the plane of the paper) while S marks the
location of the point source. δ is the deficit angle. The two
positions on both sides of the conical cut, indicated as A and B,
represent the same physical location of the observer on Earth. The
observer thus receives two rays coming at slightly different
angles. The angular separation between the lens and the source,
as observed from A and B, are denoted as ϕ and ψ , respectively.
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the lens to the source, dS ¼ ð1þ zSÞ−1Dcð0; zSÞ is the
angular diameter distance from the Earth to the source.
The geometric factor sin i accounts for the projection of
the cosmic string in the plane of the sky, where i is the
inclination, i.e., the angle the string makes with respect to
the line of sight.
For string tension values that are of interest in this work,

Gμ ∼ 10−8, the angular separation between the two lensed
images is 2θE ∼ 4π × 10−8 rad ¼ 0.02500, for a string that
lies in the plane of the sky and is located halfway between
the Earth and the source. When observing at 1 GHz, such
small angular separations are only resolvable with a base-
line of a thousand kilometer long, which requires the
technique of very-long-baseline interferometry (VLBI). If
such a lensing event is confirmed by VLBI, the angular
separation 2θE will be measurable and we will obtain a
lower bound on the dimensionless string tension Gμ since
ðsin iÞðdLS=dSÞ < 1. This will be an important piece of
information to guide other string searches. However, even
without spatially resolving the two lensed images, we will
still be able to identify lensed FRB events because of the
time delay between the two images.
Understanding the lensing effect of a single string, we

now study the total number of strings in the universe in
order to calculate the strong lensing rate. Numerical studies
have found that the number of cosmic strings per horizon
volume grows logarithmically with time [36,39,40] for
axion strings associated with a global symmetry and
reaches a constant for Nambu-Goto strings [41–45]. The
proper number density of strings can be parametrized in the
following form:

nstrðzÞ≡ NstrHðzÞ3: ð2Þ

The total energy density of strings in the horizon is
ρstr ¼ μnstrðzÞ=HðzÞ. In our definition, the string number
is effectively counting the total string length divided by the
Hubble length. The energy density of Nambu-Goto strings
was found to reach the scaling solution ρt2=μ ¼ 20� 10
[43], which implies Nstr ∼ 45 under our definition. The
authors of Ref. [40] have derived Nstr ¼ α1 þ α2 ln½ f

HðzÞ�
with α1 ¼ −1.82 and α2 ¼ 0.254 from axion string sim-
ulations, where f is the temperature of the phase transition
that leads to string formation and HðzÞ is the Hubble
parameter as a function of the redshift [46]. If the phase
transition temperature is ∼1015 GeV, we expect to have
Nstr ∼ 30 axion strings within the present-day Hubble
volume. It is worth noting that our analysis will be
model-independent as the lensing rate only depends on
the total density of cosmic strings. The number of strings
per horizon is on the same order of magnitude for Nambu-
Goto strings and axion strings. One can easily incorporate
the prediction of Nstr from other string models to update the
constraints.

A. Lensing rate of FRBs

Consider a straight string segment of proper length Lstr,
of inclination i, and at lens redshift zL, the “supercritical”
area cast on the source plane where a source is lensed into
two images is

σ ¼ L̃strd̃ ¼ dS
dL

ðLstr sin iÞð2θEÞdS; ð3Þ

where d̃ ¼ 2θEdS is the width of the lensed area on the
source plane while L̃str ¼ ðdS=dLÞLstr sin i is the projected
string length on the source plane. Summing over string
segments of all orientations within the volume element
gives the total supercritical area cast on the source plane

σtot ¼ hsin2iiΩ
Z

dV
dLtot

dV
ð8πGμÞdLS

dS
dL

; ð4Þ

where hsin2 iiΩ ¼ R
di sin2 i cos i ¼ 2=3 results from aver-

aging over string orientations. The total string length per
volume can be expressed as

dLtot

dV
¼ hLstrinstr ¼ NstrHðzLÞ2; ð5Þ

where we have made the approximation that the average
string length is hLstri ¼ 1=H as ∼80% of the strings have
this length [36]. The probability for a FRB at zS to be
strongly lensed is

PðzSÞ ¼
16

3
πGμ

Z
zS

0

dzLNstr
dLdLSHðzLÞ

dS

1

1þ zL
: ð6Þ

The integrated probability of observing a lensed FRB,
given the FRB redshift distribution, can be calculated as

Pobs ¼
Z

d2NFRB

dΩdzS
PðzSÞ dΩ dzS: ð7Þ

B. Redshift distribution of FRBs

The FRB redshift distribution needs to be known for
predicting the cosmic string lensing rate. Precise knowl-
edge about how the intrinsic FRB rate evolves with cosmic
time is lacking, and the observed rate is sensitive to the
FRB luminosity function, which is not yet well constrained.
We start with two different models for the intrinsic FRB
redshift distribution, with one of them tracking the star
formation rate, and the other tracking the accumulated
stellar mass. While the former model appears to be more
consistent with the young magnetar origin for FRBs
[47,48], it has been suggested that there may be a sizable
FRB subpopulation that does not trace the star formation
rate. In fact, a couple FRBs have been localized to galaxies
without significant star formation [49], and one even to a
globular cluster [50,51].
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The CHIME FRB survey has found a power-law cumu-
lative distribution for the fluence in the 400–800 MHz
frequency range,

NFRBð> FÞ ∝ Fα; ð8Þ

with α ¼ −1.4. Here, we define the fluence of an FRB, F, as
the flux multiplied by burst duration. By modeling the FRB
redshift distribution, we aim to reproduce the fluence power-
law distribution in the range where observational data are
available. In principle, neither fluence nor flux is the precise
quantity that sets the detection threshold. Flux multiplied by
the number of independent temporal samples should be the
most appropriate quantity. However, many FRBs are tem-
porally unresolved by the detection instrument even at the
millisecond temporal resolution. For these FRBs, fluence
can be directly related to the detection S=N.
The intrinsic FRB luminosity can be observationally

well fitted by a Schechter function [52,53]—a power law
followed by an exponential cutoff at the high luminosity
end [54]: d _nFRBðzÞ=dE ∝ E−βe−E=E0 , with a power-law
index 1.8≲ β ≲ 2. We combine an intrinsic redshift dis-
tribution with the intrinsic luminosity function to reproduce
a fluence distribution compatible with CHIME observa-
tions. We assume an intrinsic redshift distribution

d _nFRBðzÞ
dE

∝ E−1.9 e−E=E0 fðzÞ; ð9Þ

where fðzÞ shall be determined by the specific models of
the intrinsic redshift distribution. We set a burst energy
cutoff E0 ¼ 1.5 × 1041 erg as this allows us to fit the
CHIME redshift distribution with a model where FRBs
trace the star formation rate (see below); however, others
have adopted an energy cutoff E0¼3×1041 erg [53,55,56],
which has the effect of pushing the observed FRB dis-
tribution to higher redshifts (and would strengthen our
constraints). The comoving star formation rate density,
ρSFRðzÞ, is well constrained by observations. It can be
approximated by the following formula [57]:

fðzÞ ¼ ρSFRðzÞ ∝
ð1þ zÞ2.6

1þ ½ð1þ zÞ=3.2�6.2 : ð10Þ

As ρSFRðzÞ peaks at z ¼ 2–3, in this model a majority of
the FRBs come from this redshift range. Alternatively, we
may assume that the FRB rate tracks the integrated star
formation over time, which leads to the stellar mass model,
for which

fðzÞ ¼
Z

∞

z
dz0

ρSFRðz0Þ
ð1þ z0ÞHðz0Þ : ð11Þ

The redshift distribution of the observed FRBs depends on
the sensitivity of the radio telescope. Hence, we introduce a

fluence threshold above which an FRB is detectable to the
telescope. Integrating the luminosity function above the
detection threshold and over the entire range of redshifts,
we obtain the observed redshift distribution of FRBs
brighter than a given fluence:

dNFRBðz; > FÞ
dz

¼
Z

∞

EminðFÞ
dEð1þ zÞ−1

zfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflffl{time dilation

×
d _nFRBðzÞ

dE
ð4πD2

cÞ
dDc

dz
; ð12Þ

where EminðFÞ ¼ Fð4πd2LÞKν=ð1þ zÞ is the relation
between the luminosity and the fluence in the band the
telescope observes, dL is the luminosity distance, and Kν ¼
ð1þ zÞ−s accounts for the frequency spectral index, whose
average value is found to be s ¼ −1.5þ0.2

−0.3 [58]; we use
s ¼ −1.5 for our calculations, but the results are only
weakly sensitive to this choice. Kν appears in the expres-
sion because the flux and luminosity to be measured are not
bolometric but densities per unit frequency and an observed
FRB at redshift z with observed frequency νo has an
original frequency of νe ¼ ð1þ zÞνo.
Integrating Eq. (12) over redshift, we obtain the fluence

distribution, with a normalization we empirically fix based
on the CHIME FRB catalog. This is shown in Fig. 2. The
CHIME data constrain the FRB fluence distribution to
follow a power law in the range 5–10 Jy · ms, which is
marked as the narrow blue band in Fig. 2. This shows that
we can reproduce a power-law fluence distribution con-
sistent with data.
By selecting an appropriate fluence threshold, we can

predict the observed redshift distribution with Eq. (12). As
shown in Fig. 3, the FRB redshift distribution peaks at
z ∼ 1.8 if the fluence threshold is Fmin ¼ 0.4 Jy · ms. In
addition to the redshift distribution models, Fig. 3 shows

FIG. 2. FRB fluence distribution predicted by our adopted
models compared to that inferred from CHIME data. Our two
model fluence distributions lie within the band whose width is
determined by observational uncertainties. This shows that our
adopted models are compatible with CHIME survey results.
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the redshift distribution of CHIME FRBs if the dispersion
measure (DM) is of intergalactic origin andnot intrinsic to the
host. Under this assumption, the DM can be converted into
the source redshift, except that the true redshift can be
overestimated if there is a sizable host DM contribution. The
obtained redshift distribution appears to agree better with
the stellar mass model rather than the star formation rate
model (SFR). CHIME and other radio telescopes can detect
brighter bursts in the outskirts of the beam. This results in an
effective survey area that is larger for brighter (and typically
lower redshift) FRBs. We adopt the model of CHIME
detection efficiency in Ref. [56] to correct for this effect.
By making this correction, we confirm that we fit well the
fluence distribution of the CHIME FRB catalog. This
efficiency model allows us to understand how our FRB
redshift distributions may be influenced by detector effi-
ciency. This correction for the 0.4 Jy · ms star formation
model is shown in Fig. 3, acting to shift the observed redshift
distribution to lower redshifts. After adopting the efficiency
model, the redshift distribution of the star formation model
can match CHIME well, which suggests the FRB may track
the star formation rate. Other FRB surveys may suffer less of
an efficiency correction asCHIME and should be sensitive to
higher redshift bursts: FRBs detected with Parkes show on
average higher DM than CHIME [59].
Now that we have built a model for the FRB redshift

distribution, we are ready to compute the probability of

lensing as a function of string tension. It is worth noting
that the redshift distribution depends on the fluence thresh-
old of detection, which varies with the collecting area of the
surveys, as we will discuss later in Eq. (20). Future radio
surveys will have improved sensitivity and thus lower
fluence threshold than CHIME. We assume the fluence
threshold is Fmin ¼ 0.04 Jy · ms for detection and study
both the SFR model and the stellar mass model. This gives
us the following strong lensing probability given the
number of observed FRBs, NFRB:

P ≈
�
NFRB

105

��
Nstr

30

�� ðGμÞ=ð1.9 × 10−7Þ SFR;

ðGμÞ=ð5.2 × 10−7Þ stellar mass:

ð13Þ
If distances to the FRBs are on average larger, we have a
higher chance of detecting string strong lensing events.
When the detection threshold is as low as Fmin ¼
10−3 Jy · ms, which is possible for future surveys with a
larger collecting area, the detection probability can be
further increased by about a factor of 2.

C. Time delay

Radio waves associated with the two lensed images
travel along slightly different paths, and hence differ in the
arrival time. In the picture where the space geometry
around a long straight massive string has a deficit angle
δ ¼ 8πGμ but is otherwise a flat one (as shown in Fig. 1),
this time delay can be interpreted as a purely geometrical
path length difference rather than a Shapiro time delay [60].
This geometrical time delay is given by

Δt ¼ 1

2
ð1þ zLÞdLΔθjϕ − ψ j; ð14Þ

where Δθ ¼ δ sin i and i is the angle between the string
and the line of sight, dL is the angular diameter distance to
the string lens, and the geometrical meanings of the angles
ϕ and ψ are shown in Fig. 1. The lens equation can be
expressed as ϕþ ψ ¼ Δθð1 − dL=dSÞ. For a typical exam-
ple, if we set dL ¼ dS=2 and ϕ ¼ Δθ=6, we have ψ ¼
Δθ=3 and Δt ¼ dLΔθ2=12, for which the time delay is
estimated to be

Δt ∼ 500 s

�
Gμ
10−8

�
2
�

D
Gpc

�
; ð15Þ

where D is the characteristic distance scale involved in the
lens-source configuration. For Gμ ≳ 10−10, the two lensed
images have a typical time delay that is larger than the FRB
temporal width, and hence can be clearly separated. Here,
we have assumed that both lensed images are observed by
the radio telescope, which is not necessarily the case for
Gμ ∼ 10−7 as the time delay is too long and the telescope
might have a different pointing when the second image

FIG. 3. Probability distribution function (PDF) of the observed
FRB redshift distribution for a number of models. This PDF
differs from the intrinsic redshift distribution as fainter ones at
higher redshifts are undetectable. Therefore, the detection thresh-
old of the FRB survey instrument determines the observed z
distribution. We plot for the star formation rate model (red solid
curves) with a fluence threshold Fmin ¼ 0.4 Jy · ms. The stellar
mass model also uses a fluence threshold Fmin ¼ 0.4 Jy · ms. We
also plot an efficiency model which assumes less detection
efficiency for low fluence FRBs, and it assumes the star formation
model for the intrinsic distribution. The black dashed curve
shows the redshift distribution of FRBs observed by CHIME
under the assumption that the FRB host galaxy has a negligible
contribution to the dispersion measure so that the dispersion
measure can be mapped directly to a redshift.
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arrives. If the telescope direction rotates with the Earth
(as is the case for a transit telescope), both images are
detected if the Earth’s rotation does not take the second
image out of the beam, i.e.

ΩFOV ≳ 10−3ðD=GpcÞðGμ=10−8Þ2 cos2 b; ð16Þ

where b is the source’s declination. This can pose a
challenge for detecting string lensing events with a tension
as large as 10−7 but can be fixed if some other telescopes
follow up with the same pointing after each burst. A similar
problem (and solution) exists for multiscience instruments
such as the SKA that are targeting various sources. In
Sec. IV, we shall discuss how to distinguish lensed FRBs
from repeating FRBs.
Interestingly, in the lucky case of a repeating FRB source

being strongly lensed by a cosmic string, the transverse
velocity and tension of the string can be constrained. Because
a cosmic string is typicallymoving at amoderately relativistic
speed vs ∼ 0.1c [2,61], different bursts from the same FRB
source have different impact parameters with respect to the
string, and hence have slightly different time delays. This
effect has been studied for FRBs with multiple images lensed
by other forms of gravitational lenses [62–64]. The change in
the angular impact parameter between repeated FRB bursts is
δϕ ¼ −δψ ¼ δdt sin k=dS, where k is the inclination of the
string velocity vector and δdt is the angular diameter distance
traveled by the string between the bursts due to the transverse
velocity. The time delay variation is given by

δt ¼ ð1þ zLÞδdtΔθðdL=dSÞ: ð17Þ
If the distances from the lens and the source are on the same
order of magnitude, the time delay variation has a typical size

δt ∼ 0.8 s

�
vs sin k
0.1c

��
Tobs

1 yr

��
Gμ
10−8

�
; ð18Þ

where vs is the string speed and Tobs is the observation time
span. Therefore, lensed repeating FRBs will enable us to
constrain the lens transverse velocity. Given existing con-
straints thatGμ is unlikely to be larger than 10−7, the inferred
mildly relativistic string speed, much higher than those of the
other lens types, will be a smoking gun.
It is worth noting that the angular separation of the two

lensed images is always 2θE independent of ϕ and ψ .
Numerically, the image separation is on the order Δθ ¼
2θE ∼ 8π × 10−8 rad ¼ 0.0200 for Gμ ∼ 10−8, which is
spatially resolvable with radio VLBI observations. With
such observations the host galaxy of the source is likely to
be identified, but not for the string itself. Then it will be
possible to derive a lower bound on Gμ from the image
separation Δθ ¼ 2θE since θE < 4πGμ. Measuring the
time delay, which is given by Δt ¼ gð1þ zLÞdLΔθθE
where g ¼ jϕ − ψ j=jϕþ ψ j < 1 is a geometric factor

determined by angles, will thus lead to a lower bound
on the distance to the string. In practice, this lower bound is
likely to lie within a factor of 2 of the true value since it is
unlikely that g has a value that is very close to zero. It is
therefore likely that the distance to the string lens can be
inferred with a factor of 2 uncertainty. The ratio of the time
delay change to the time delay is δt=Δt ¼ δdt=ðgθEdSÞ,
which will place an upper bound on the transverse speed of
the lens since both θE and dS will be known. Again, it is
likely that this upper limit is within a factor of 2 of the truth,
so that one will be able to derive the string speed from the
time delay variation up to uncertainty about the value of
the geometric actor g; a mildly relativistic speed will be the
smoking gun for a cosmic string.

III. FORECASTS FOR FRB DETECTION RATES

Here we discuss what Gμ can be constrained by FRB
surveys through a search for lensed events. The SNR of an
FRB detection is given by the radiometer equation

S
N

¼ AF
2kBTsysτ0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δντ0

p
; ð19Þ

where F is the FRB fluence, τ0 is the duration of FRBs, A is
the total collecting area of the receiving dish(es), Tsys is the
system temperature which is determined by the sky or
instrumental background, and Δν is the observation band-
width. Numerically, the threshold fluence for detection is

Fmin ¼ 4.4 Jy · ms

�
1000 m2

A

��
Δν

100 MHz

�
−1
2

×

�
τ

1 ms

�
−1=2

�
S=N
10

��
Tsys

50 K

�
: ð20Þ

Having derived the fluence threshold for detection, we can
calculate the FRB detection rate. The detection rate above a
fluence threshold is expected to scale as Rð> FminÞ ∝ F−3=2

min
if FRBsources are uniformly distributed in a Euclidean space
[65]. Accounting for the fact that the expanding universe is
not truly spatially Euclidean, the power-law index is only
somewhat altered forΛCDM (but is dependent on the source
luminosity function unlike the Euclidean limit). If we use the
Euclidean scaling law as a good approximation, and take into
account that CHIME detected ∼820 FRBs per day per sky
above 5 Jy · ms [66], the FRB rate is

R ∼ 820 day−1
�
ΩFOV

4π

��
Fmin

5 Jy · ms

�
−3
2

∼ 990 day−1
�
ΩFOV

4π

��
A

103 m2

�3
2

�
Δν

0.1 GHz

�3
4

×

�
τ

1 ms

�3
4

�
S=N
10

�
−3=2

; ð21Þ
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where ΩFOV is the instantaneous sky coverage of the tele-
scope beam, i.e., the field of view at one time.
Assuming SNR ¼ 10, a characteristic duration of 1 ms

for the FRB bursts and a system temperature of 50 K (25 K
for SKA), we can calculate the detection rate as a function
of only two instrument parameters, the collecting area A
and the field of view ΩFOV. Accounting for the number of
FRB detections and the number of cosmic strings within
the cosmic horizon, we obtain our forecast for string
lensed FRBs [Eq. (13)]. The FRB detection rate we use is
consistent with previous predictions of > 104 per year for
CHORD and DSA-2000 [29,30]. In general, radio surveys
with a large collecting area A, a large field of view ΩFOV,
and a large bandwidth are advantageous for detecting
more FRBs, and hence more sensitivity to cosmic strings.
Assuming a survey that lasts for 10 years and 50% of the
time is actively taking data for FRBs, we derive the
sensitivity to the string tension Gμ for different sets of
observation parameters that correspond to different forth-
coming radio surveys. This is shown in Fig. 4. Future
radio surveys are expected to detect as many as NFRB ∼
106–107 FRBs, making them a very powerful probe of
cosmic strings. SKA Phase 2 will provide the best
sensitivity owing to its large collecting area, while
CHORD and DSA are also expected to detect a large
number of FRBs. Bustling Universe Radio Survey
Telescope for Taiwan (BURSTT) [67] will also detect
∼104 FRBs per year owing to its large field of view and
Packed Ultra-wideband Mapping Array (PUMA) [68] can
even reach a similar sensitivity to SKA-2. It is worth

noting that none of these existing surveys are ideal for
detecting as many FRBs as possible since the field of view
is not wide enough. A large number of small dishes or
dipoles that can achieve a large field of view and a large
collecting area simultaneously can maximize the number
of detections and thus the sensitivity to cosmic strings.
Finally, we compare the sensitivity forecast from FRB
observations to the current constraints from galaxy sur-
veys and CMB in Fig. 5. A large fraction of the string
tension range compatible with the candidate stochastic
gravitational wave background detected by pulsar timing
[11,12] can be probed by FRB string lensing.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss how to distinguish the strong
lensing event from two different FRB sources and how to
distinguish lensing by cosmic strings from that by other
lenses (e.g., galaxies). FRBs have unique fingerprints on
the spectrum, which can tell if this is a lensing event. The
electric fields of two images can also be correlated, which
we will discuss in more detail on the possible decoherence.
The unique feature of string lensing is that lensed images
are expected to have exactly the same magnification up to
the small weak lensing effect. We will estimate the
magnification difference caused by weak lensing. Also,
strings have mildly relativistic speeds ∼0.1c, which far
exceed those of other astrophysical lenses. The high speed
can be measured if the lensed FRB repeats.

FIG. 4. Forecast of sensitivity on the cosmic string tension Gμ
as a function of the survey sky coverage ΩFOV=4π, the total radio
telescope collecting area A, and the total number of surveyed
FRBs detected NFRB. A ten-year survey is assumed, and the
sensitivities that correspond to CHORD, DSA-2000, SKA Phase
1, and SKA Phase 2 are marked. We project that SKA Phase 2
will detect NFRB ∼ 107 FRBs in the future and probe string
tensions as small as Gμ ∼ 10−9.

FIG. 5. Sensitivity for string tension Gμ with different radio
surveys assuming the star formation model. The peach bar
indicates the string tension range that can be consistent with
the candidate stochastic gravitational signal detected by pulsar
timing arrays [11,12]. The pink and blue arrows plot the potential
sensitivity of DSA/CHORD/SKA1 and the future SKA2, using
our estimates for the number of FRBs shown in Fig. 4. When Gμ
is as large as ∼10−7, dedicated follow-up observations will be
needed; otherwise the second image might be out of the field of
view due to a long time delay. If no cosmic strings are detected,
the SKA1 constraint will have an upper bound near the tip of the
blue arrow. Orange and purple bars indicate the current con-
straints from Planck CMB [22,23] and Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) galaxy surveys [26,27], respectively.
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A. Spectra and electric field correlations

We expect that two physically distinct FRB bursts will
show different features in the frequency spectrum, while
two lensed images of the same FRB source will manifest
the same spectrum. An FRB frequency spectrum often
exhibits a sufficiently complex pattern which serves as a
unique fingerprint to distinguish different bursts [69].
An even more foolproof test of lensing would be to

correlate the electric field time series of the two bursts to
confirm that they are lensed images. The conditions for the
electric field time series to correlate are first that the FRB
emitting region lFRB is unresolved by the string lens,
requiring

lFRB ≲ λ

θEdL
dLS ∼ 108 cm

�
λ

10 cm

��
Gμ
10−8

�
−1
�
dLS
dL

�
:

ð22Þ

This condition is satisfied for the Gμ ∼ 10−9–10−7 of
interest for emission on a scale comparable to the neutron
star size of ∼10 km, which occurs in magnetospheric
models for FRB emission. However, the condition may
not be satisfied in external shock models for FRB emission,
which predict lFRB ∼ 109–1011 cm after the relativistic
aberration effect is accounted for [70,71]. Additionally,
some FRBs are observed to be scattered by the host
system, which would result in a larger effective lFRB of
4 × 1010ðdscreen=0.01 pcÞ1=2ðτscð1GHzÞ=1 μsÞ1=2ν−2GHz cm
where τsc is the scattering time, dscreen the distance to
the scattering screen, and νGHz the frequency in gigahertz.
Some bursts have been constrained to have sub-
microsecond gigahertz scattering times τscð1 GHzÞ <
1 μs, and a screen at 0.01 pc is motivated by calculations
for the sizes of young magnetar nebulae [70].
A second condition is that multipath propagation from

strong scattering in our Galaxy does not decorrelate the
fields. To match the ∼1ν−4GHz μs diffractive scattering times
observed for sightlines orthogonal to the Milky Way disk,
the effective radius of the scattered microimages should be
Rsc ∼ 1012ν−2GHz cm. The zero-lag electric field correlations
between the two unresolved lensed images will scale with
the fraction by which their scattered images overlap or
∼ðRsc=½θEdMW�Þ2 ∼ 10−2ðGμ=10−8Þ−2ν−4GHz (as the two
string images will essentially share diffractive paths where
they overlap). The correlations are stronger at lower frequen-
cies. Thus, if Gμ < 10−8ν−2GHz, the two lensed images can
show appreciable electric field correlations. Alternatively,
one could observe at νGHz ≳ 5 GHz where Milky Way
scattering becomes weak for sightlines out of the disk.

B. Magnification difference

Ideally, the two images created by a straight cosmic
string have exactly the same magnification factors.
However, the large-scale matter inhomogeneities integrated

along the line-of-sight result in small differential magni-
fications of the two lensed images through weak lensing
effects. The typical size of the magnification difference
between the two images can be estimated using the angular
correlation function of the weak lensing convergence,
ωκðθÞ. In the weak magnification regime, the magnification
is determined from the convergence through M ¼ 1þ 2κ.
Since we are interested in correlation on extremely small
angular scales, the relevant matter power spectrum should
be computed on a scale θED ∼ 100 pc for Gμ ∼ 10−8,
where the characteristic line-of-sight distance D is on the
order of cosmological distances. This length scale is deep in
the nonlinear regime beyond the reach of practical structure
formation simulations, so for a crude estimate we choose to
extrapolate the matter power spectrum using analytical
models. We use the stable clustering model to compute the
nonlinear power spectrum [72]. The magnification differ-
ence due to the nonlinear structures therefore can be
estimated as

ΔM ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jωκð2θEÞ − ωκð0Þj

p
∼ 2.4 × 10−3

�
D

Gpc=h

�
7=4

�
θE
10−7

�
1=4

: ð23Þ

We see that the magnification difference induced by weak
lensing is negligibly small.
Along the line of sight, stars that wander outside galaxies

can cause weak lensing as well, with an average magni-
fication difference approximately given by the energy
fraction of stars outside galaxies in the universe, Ω⋆ ≲
10−4 (∼5% of the matter is baryonic, ∼5% of the baryons
are in stars, and less than 10% of them are outside galaxies).
Because magnification from a point mass falls off as an
angle to the minus fourth power, lensing from stars can
cause a magnification difference of ≳10−2 with a proba-
bility of 10 Ω⋆ ≲ 0.1%. Therefore, the confounding effect
of wandering stellar microlenses should be negligible, and
we expect two equally bright images.

C. Caustic lensing events

A pair of equally bright lensed images can be naturally
produced by ordinary astrophysical lenses (e.g., galaxies) if
the source lies in the proximity of a lensing caustic and is
hence highly magnified. The time delay between the highly
magnified image pair can be orders of magnitude smaller
than the Schwarzschild timescale corresponding to the lens
mass, ∼107 sðML=1012M⊙Þ (we consider the typical
galaxy lens mass scale, ML ∼ 1012 M⊙, corresponding to
an Einstein angle θE ∼ 100). How do we distinguish cosmic
string lensing from caustic lensing?
First, we should estimate how often caustic lensing

occurs. For a lens with a smooth mass profile, this time
delay is of order Δt ∼Dθ3=θE, where θE is the lens
Einstein angular scale and θ is the angular separation of
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the image pair. To realize a given time delay Δt, the source
position has to lie fortuitously within an angular distance y
to the lensing caustic, which is a fraction y=θE ∼ ðθ=θEÞ2 of
the lens Einstein scale θE. This means that

y
θE

∼
�

Δt
Dθ2E

�
2=3

≈10−4
�

Δt
100 s

�
2=3

�
ML

1012M⊙

�
−2=3

: ð24Þ

This requires fine-tuning of the source position, which
must result in a high value for the magnification μ∼
ðθ=θEÞ−1 ∼ ðy=θEÞ−1=2. This can be rewritten as

μ ∼ 100

�
Δt

100 s

�
−1=3

�
ML

1012 M⊙

�
1=3

: ð25Þ

Combining with Eq. (15), we have

μ ∼ 60

�
Gμ
10−8

�
−2=3

�
ML

1012 M⊙

�
1=3

�
D
Gpc

�
−1=3

: ð26Þ

FRBs lensed by galaxies must have magnifications as high
as this to have time delays similar to that from string
lensing.
Dominated by fold caustics, the cumulative probability

for high magnification μ ≫ 1 should follow a universal
power-law Pð> μÞ ∝ 1=μ2. Conservatively, we may con-
sider FRB sources up to z ¼ 5 (see Fig. 3) and have [73]
(also see [74–76])

Pð> μÞ ≃ 8 × 10−7
�
μ

50

�
−2
; for μ > 50: ð27Þ

Inserting Eq. (26), we obtain the probability of con-
founding caustic lensing events

Pð>μÞ≃6×10−7
�

Gμ
10−8

�4
3

�
ML

1012M⊙

�
−2
3

�
D
Gpc

�2
3

: ð28Þ

Having a slightly steeper scaling with Gμ than in
Eqs. (13), (28) falls below the string lensing probability
≳2 × 10−6ðNstr=30ÞðGμ=10−8Þ for Gμ < 10−7. While a
pair of equally bright FRB bursts separated by a few
hundred seconds in time may still be a highly magnified
caustic lensing event, we expect a significant excess in the
caustic lensing rate, if string lenses do exist, at sufficiently
high magnifications given by Eq. (26).
We note that our simple estimate does not account for

DM subhalos that reside within the lens galactic halo,
which have significant perturbing effects in the proximity
of a caustic [77,78]. Such details are beyond the scope of
this work, but should be investigated in future works.
If the lensed FRB source is localized to arcsecond scales,

optical follow-up observations can be used to look for a
galaxy-galaxy lensing system. The image separation for a
caustic lensing event can be estimated as

θ ∼
�

Δt
Dθ2E

�
1=3

θE

∼ 0.100
�

Δt
100 s

�
1=3

�
ML

1012 M⊙

�
1=6

�
D
Gpc

�
−1=2

: ð29Þ

If no caustic crossing galaxy is found at the location of the
FRB source, the galaxy-galaxy lensing scenario can be
ruled out.
Time delay variation is another potential observable of

distinguishing power if the lensed FRB source repeats. For
a caustic lensing event, we estimate the time delay variation
to be

δt ∼Dθ2E

�
y

θED

�
1=2

�
vTobs

θED

�

∼ 0.04 s

�
Δt

500 s

�
1=3

�
v

103 km s−1

��
Tobs

yr

�

×

�
ML

1012 M⊙

�
1=6

�
D
Gpc

�
−1=2

; ð30Þ

where v is the typical relative transverse motion between
the source and the galaxy lens, and Tobs is the observation
time span. Cosmic strings move significantly faster than
matter structures in the universe such as galaxies. Through
a comparison between Eqs. (30) and (18), we see that a
genuine string lensed FRB source should exhibit a larger
time delay variation over the same observation time span,
since cosmic strings move significantly faster than any
galaxies in the universe.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that strong gravitational lensing of FRBs
can probe cosmic string networks in the interesting param-
eter space in which the string tension is too small to
produce discernible lensing signatures in the cosmic micro-
wave background anisotropies or in galaxy surveys. Two
lensed images with a time delay on the order of a few
hundred seconds are expected for string tensionGμ ∼ 10−8.
The two lensed images can be resolved in the time domain
as the time delay is much longer than the FRB burst
duration. Spatially resolving the two lensed images is not
required, but can be achievable with VLBI observations.
The time delay expected from string lensing is of a unique
order of magnitude when compared with other strong
lensing phenomena—microlensing time delays due to stars
or stellar remnants are much shorter, and time delays of
galaxy or galaxy cluster lensing are much longer. The
magnification difference between the two lensed images
due to line-of-sight weak lensing effects by the large scale
structure is expected to be negligibly small—an estimated
fractional difference of only ∼10−3. This suggests that a
lensed image pair are expected to show essentially the same
magnification. A confounding image pair arising from the
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caustic proximity of a galaxy lens with a similar time delay
are expected to be less probable.
We have computed the strong lensing rate as a function

of the string tension, Gμ, and the number of FRBs detected
in an FRB survey, NFRB. We have done so for much
different FRB redshift distribution models in which the
FRBs trace stellar mass and the star formation rate. The
expected lensing rate differs by a factor of ∼2 among these
FRB population models. The stellar mass model predicts
relatively low redshifts for the distribution of FRBs, which
does not agree with CHIME if the detection efficiency is
included. We find an interesting strong lensing rate
given the prospect of detecting a large number of FRBs
(NFRB ∼ 106–108) with future radio surveys—the lensed
event count reaches order unity if GμNFRB ≳ 0.01.
Assuming a 10-year observational span, our calculations
suggest that future SKA surveys with up to ∼107 FRB
detections will enable us to probe string tensions as low as
Gμ ∼ 10−9. This is close to the lowest tension value that can
explain the candidate stochastic gravitational wave back-
ground uncovered by pulsar timing arrays [12]. Therefore,
future FRB surveys have the potential to discover relic
cosmic strings from the early universe.
We have pointed out that it is possible to robustly

establish that two signals are genuine lensed images that

come from the same FRB burst. This is because each radio
burst has a unique fingerprint spectral energy distribution.
Furthermore, it may be feasible to correlate the electric field
time series to judge if the two lensed images originate from
the same source.
If the string lenses are associated with an axionlike

particle that couples to electromagnetism, they are
expected to cause cosmic birefringence in which the
polarization states of the CMB photons are rotated. A
unique discontinuity in the spatial pattern of the polari-
zation rotation angle is expected across the string location
in the sky [79,80]. Detecting just one string lensed FRB
event will pinpoint the sky location of a string segment,
which will facilitate targeted search of nearby string
signatures, either through birefringence in the CMB [81]
or through multiply-imaged lensing of other background
sources along the string.
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